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Some k-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramer-von Mises-type statistics, 
based on the multivariate empirical process, are studied. Expressions for their 
asymptotic power are obtained against various classes of alternative distribution 
functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Statistics such as the Kolmogorov-Smimov and the Cram&-von Mises have 
played a central role in the development of hypotheses testing using the 
empirical process. The purpose of this article is to explore some asymptotic 
power properties of such statistics based on two K-sample extensions of the 
multivariate empirical process. These statistics can be used to test whether 
K-samples of vector-valued observations come from the same population. 
Emphasis is placed on the strong approximation techniques used, rather than 
on the specific classes of alternatives considered, for these techniques provide 
a straightforward approach. In the multivariate case the results are believed 
to be new. 
We shall first consider the one-sample multivariate empirical process and 
quote the strong approximation theorem of C&g6 and Rev&z [2], which is 
used throughout. Let XI, X, ,... be a sequence of d-dimensional independent 
and identically distributed random vectors (i.i.d.r.v.), with a continuous distribu- 
tion function (d.J) F. F or x E R*, let F,(x) denote the proportion of XI , 
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X a ,..., X, which are less than or equal to x, in the usual partial ordering of Rd. 
The empirical process is defined by 
E,(x) = &q-F,(x) - F(x)], XER’. (1.1) 
For a random vector Y = ( YI , Yz ,..., Yd) with d. f. F, set 
FLY,) = Wl G Ylh 
Fi(Yi lY1 JY2 J...J y*-1) = p{yi < Yi I yl = Y1 J***J yi-l = Yi-I), 
for i = 2, 3,..., d, where y = (yI , y2 ,..., yd) E Rd. Define also the trans- 
formations Ti: Ri + I”, (I = [0, 11) by 
Tdy, ,..., Yi) = (Fl(Yl)~-**~ Fi(Yi I Yl ,a**, Yi-111, 
for i = 1, 2,..., d. Lastly, we denote by TFD, the image of the set D, = 
{u E Rd: a < x} under the transformation Td . 
THEOREM A (C&g&-Rev&z, [2]). Suppose that the foZZowing conditions hoold: 
(i) the functions Fg(* 1 y1 ,..., yi-1) (i = 1, 2 ,..., d) are continuous, strictly 
monotone d.f. for each fixed y1 ,..., yiel ; 
(ii) the fzmcttiorrs Fi(* 1 T&(t, ,..., ti-1)) (i = 2,3 ,..., d) are ds&enttik 
with respect to t, , t, ,..., tie1 over the interior of P-l und 
z I,,-, I(a/ati)Fi(Yi I TZl(tl ,***t ti-,))I 4 *** 4-l G C, 
where C is a positive &stunt. 
Then, ;f the underlying probability space is rich enough, one can de&e a sequence 
{B,,} of d-dimensional Bromian Bridges anda (d + I)-dimensioml Kiefer process K 
such that 
sup I E,(x) - B,(TFD,)I =& O(n-1’[2(d+“l(log n)8’8}; 
ZERd 
SUP I d’?E&c) - K(TFD, , n)j “2’ 0{n(a+1~‘[8(a+2)l log2 n), 
zefi 
where TFD, is defined as above. 
A d-dimensional Brownian Bridge is a separable Gaussian process defined 
on Id, with EB(t) = 0 and 
E[B(S) B(t)1 = fi (Si A b> - (fi Si)(fJ fl)~ 
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where s = (sr , ~a ,..., sd), t = (tI , ta ,..., ta) and So A ti = min{s, , 2,). A (d + l)- 
dimensional Kiefer process is a separable Gaussian process on P x (0, co), 
with EK(t, w) = 0 and 
E[K(s, u) - Iqt, w)] = (24 A 0) * E[B(s) B(t)]. 
Remark 1. By the phrase “the underlying probability space is rich enough,” 
it is meant that an independent sequence of Wiener processes, which is inde- 
pendent of the originally given sequence of i.i.d.r.v., can be constructed on 
the assumed probability space. This is a technical requirement which allows 
for the construction of the process in Theorem A, and is not restrictive since 
one can expand the probability space to make it rich enough. In the proof of 
Theorem A in [2], the sets TFD, (X E Rd) are approximated by rectangles 
in Ia and the Gaussian measures are defined in the inclusion-exclusion way. 
The Gaussian process G(X) = B(TFD,), (the existence of which was first 
proved by Dudley in [4]), has mean zero and covariance 
EB( TFD,) B( TFD,) = A( TFD, n TFD,) - A( TFD,) A( TFD,) 
= F(x * Y) - F(+(Y), 
where x A y = (x1 A yI ,..., xd A yd) and h is the iebesgue measure on Id. 
In Section 2, two k-sample empirical processes are defined and approximated 
almost surely by certain functions of Gaussian processes. Section 3 deals with 
the consistency and some asymptotic properties of Kolmogorov-Smimov-type 
test statistics based on S, of (2.3). Section 4 studies the corresponding statistics 
based on 2, of (2.5). Section 5 carries out a similar program for the Cramer- 
von Mises and integral test statistics. 
2. Two k-SAMPLE MULTIVARIATE EMPIRICAL PROCESSES 
Consider the following k-sample problem: let X,, (1 < i < n(j)) be k 
sequences of i.i.d.r.v. with continuous d.f. P (1 < j < k). We wish to test 
the null hypotheses: 
(2-l) 
where H is a completely specified d.f., and 
HO:F =F2 = . . . =Fk 
(2.2) 
with H unknown, but we assume it satisfies the conditions of Theorem A. 
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LetF,o, denote the empirical d.f. based on thejth sample Xj, , Xi, ,..., Xjsn~) . 
One possible way of defining a K-sample empirical process is by: 
where N = (n(l), n(2),..., n(K)) and the Cj coefficients satisfy 
g1 cav[n(j)]“” = 0; fil h(w” = 1, (2.4) 
for each N. We have 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the null hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2), assuming that 
the underlj@ d. f. H satis$es the conditions of Theorem A and (2.4) one can construct 
a sequeme {BN} of Brown&m Bria’ges such that 
where g(N) = max,~j(lc{n(j)-11[2(a+1)l(log n(j))3/2}. 
Proof. Since S,(x) = C c,(N)[n( j)]ll2[F&x) - H(x)], we can approximate 
S, , using Theorem A, by C ci(N) B,&THD,), where {B,u)} (1 < j < K) 
are k independent sequences of Brownian Bridges. By the second part of (2.4), 
BN = C CAN) Blati) is a Brownian Bridge for each N. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
I S;P I W4l - SOP I&P'WJI I ~'QW)~ 
1 sup S&) - sup B,(THD,)I z. @(g(N)) 
0 0 
s SN2(x) dF,(x) - I B,“(THD,) dH(x) -% 0 
and 
where 
j- S,(x) dF,(x) - s BN( THD,) dH(x) -% 0 
rn the general multivariate case, little is known as to the computation of 
the limiting distribution of the various statistics in Corollary A. The difficulty 
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lies in the fact that their limiting distribution is, most of the time, not distribution 
free and even when it is, the distribution problem of the resulting stochastic 
process is often not immediately solvable. If it is assumed that the X,i have 
independent components, then H(x) equals the product of its marginals and 
hence the limiting distribution of the above statistics are distribution free. 
For d = 2, Durbin [5j has tabulated 10, 5 and 1 y0 significance points of 
s,s B2(t) dt and he has evaluated s,a B(t) dt. For the integral of the d-dimensional 
Brownian Bridge, we here obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.1. sId B(t) dt is normally distributed with mean zero and 
variance (3-d - 2-2d). 
Proof. Let tl , t, ,..., t, be a random sample of size n from a uniform Id 
population, where ti = (si , ti2 ,..., tid). Then, p:, = SF,(t) dt is distributed as 
the mean of n independent random variables each of which is distributed as 
the product of d independent [0, I] random variables. This follows by induction: 
assume the result is true for (d - l)-dimensional random vectors from a uniform 
P-1 population, (cf. Durbin [2] for the case d = 2). Suppose, for a given s, 
that exactly r of ti = (s$ , ti2 ,..., t,,) have their first coordinate si < s and 
denote their remaining (d - 1) coordinates of these r points by trj = 
(t,,, >*-‘, t,.,,), (1 < j < r). Then by the induction hypothesis, it follows that 
G,(s) = j-F,(t) dt, .a* dt, 
= n-1 i (1 - trs2)(1 - t732) **- (1 - trjd). 
j=l 
Let us order the n points ti = (si , ti2 , . . . . tid) by s, < s, < *** < s, and hence 
Fa = f G,(s) ds 
= n-l f i (1 - trja) ” ’ (1 - tTjd)(sr+l - s,) 
9-0 i=l 
= we1 i (1 - trjs) *** (1 - trjd)(l - ST), 
7-O 
by expanding the summation. 
Thus, we obtain E(P,J = 2-d and E(Fma) = 3-d. By the Central Limit 
Theorem for i.i.d.r.v., we have s n112[F,(t) - t,t, ... td] dt, *.* dtd = n1/2[pn-2-d] 
is asymptotically normal with the asserted mean and variance. 1 
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This latter proposition is used in [l], where the multivariate two-sample 
problem using strong approximations of the empirical process is studied. 
The advantage of using tests based on S, of (2.3) is that the limiting distribu- 
tion of statistics based on S, is the same as those based on the one-sample 
empirical process E, of (1.1). However, such tests have undesirable consistency 
properties. Kiefer [6], in the univariate case, proposed another k-sample 
empirical process. We define its multivariate version as: 
(2.5) 
i=l 
where x E Rd and r;‘,(x) = $=, n(j)F,&x)/(& n(i)) is the empirical d.f. 
based on the pooled k samples. One can also introduce weight functions for 
each term in the summation (2.5), but we will not do so in this article. We obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. On the null hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2), assuming that the 
underEying common d.f. H satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, one can define 
k - 1 independent sequences {BNSj}, (j = 2,3,..., k) of Brown&n Brsilges, such that 
s”,p 1 Z,(x) - i [%,j(THRJ12 1 =2’ @*(Wh 
j=2 
where THD, is deJned as in Theorem A and 
g*tw = ,yj& bw 1/[2(a+2)1(log n(j))2(log log n(j))l12}. 
Proof. Let & , respectively & , denote the k-dimensional column vector 
whose ith component is Enlc) , respectively n(i)+2 Kj , where Ki is defined 
as in Theorem A to approximate En(i) . Since the k samples are independent, 
we can assume that the components of /IN are, also. Then, 
s”,~ II &-N(x) - ,UTHDz)Il “2’ O{f (WI, (2.6) 
where f(N) = m=l~,dNi)- l/[2(a+a)l log2 n(j)> by Theorem A, and (1 * 11 
denotes the usual Euclidean norm. Let M be a k x k orthonormal matrix with 
the first row equal to {[n(l)/(xi n(i))]ll”, [n(2)/(Ci n.(i))]““,..., [n(k)/& n(i))]1’8}. 
Hence 
sup II M . &(x) - M . B,(THD,)Il “2. @{f(W). 
z 
Since M is orthonormal, M * /3N is a vector of k independent sequences of 
Brownian Bridges for each N, which we will denote by (BN,I, BN,2 ,..., BN,kJ’. 
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If we denote M * fN(x) by (VN,&), IN.&),-, IN,&)>‘, then Ci”r2 [~~,&11’ = 
Z,(x). By the following inequalities: 
noting that supr 1 VN,p(x) + BN,,(THD.JI =e*s. Q{maxj(log log n(j))‘ja}, using 
the law of the iterated logarithm for the empirical and Kiefer processes, the 
result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, 
sup Z,(x) - s”,p i [B,,i(THD,)]2 “2. @Q*(N)} 
* j=2 
as all n(j) + co. 
Remark 2. Like those of Corollary 2.1, the statistics cited in Corollary 2.2 
are asymptotically distribution free if the components of the random vectors 
involved are independent. In this case, the limiting functionals would be 
SUPtsld & [BN.j(t>12 and x:-s sId [BN,,(t)12 fit, respectively. 
To test H,, of (2.1), one may also consider statistics based on the process: 
Using (2.6) and noting that the sum of the sqyares of the components of fN , 
respectively & , equals Z$ , respectively cjBl n(j)-I[&( THD, , n(j))]*, we 
obtain 
sup Z;s(x) - 
a i l?,w(T~~~)12 1 =* %*W, j-1 
where the {B,& are k independent sequences of Brownian Bridges. However, 
for the sake of brevity, we will only consider the statistics of Corollary 2.2. 
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3. KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV-TYPE STATISTICS FOR SN 
If H is a d.f. which satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, we may reject 
the null hypothesis (2.1) at level 01, if 
sup I %&)I 3 444, or if sup S,(X) > C&+(X), 
ZE Rd xeRd 
for large values of n(j), where &(LY) and dN+(a) are defined by 
+qJ I %.&)I > dN(4 I (2.1)) = a; P{sup S,(x) 2 dN+(‘y) I (2.1)) = a 
x z 
and S, is defined by (2.3). These are the two and one-sided k-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) tests based on S, . 
Although these tests and those of the subsequent sections are stated for 
(2.1), they can be used to test (2.2) when the limiting distributions of the test 
statistics do not depend on H. The power properties obtained in this paper 
are valid when testing both (2.1) and (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The two-sided K-S test based on S, is comistent against 
those alternatives A,: P = Gj for which 
the one-sided K-S test based on S, is consistent against A,: Fj = Gj for which 
sup i ci(N)[n( j)]“” Gj(x) -+ co, as N-co. 
z 5=1 
(3.2) 
Remark 3. By N + co, we shall mean that all n(j) --f 00 in some specified 
way. For example, one may require N -+ co so that c$(N) + c, , for some 
constants c, (1 < j < k). 
Proof. Under Ai , we have 
W4 = k cj(N)[n(j)ll’“[F,cr)(x) - @Cdl 
j=l 
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where {J&J} is defined as in Theorem 2.1 and supI [ R&)1 =0*8. Q{g(N)). 
Hence 
c ci(N)[n(j)]‘12 Go 1 
j 
if (3.1) holds since sups XI ] B,u)(Z’G~D,)] has a limiting distribution. This 
last inequality holds because C ci2(N) = 1 implies that I c@)I < 1 for each 
N and j. Hence the first assertion is proved. The proof of consistency of the 
one-sided test against (3.2) is similar. 1 
The one and two-sided K-S tests based on S, are not consistent against 
all alternatives. Consistency depends on the behavior of cj(N)[n(j)]lls for eachj, 
as N---f co. This can be illustrated by the following example: 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let k = 4, c,(N) = es(N) = i , c,(N) = c&V) = -4 and 
consider the alternative: 
A,: @ = G2 > Gs = G4 and G2(x,,) # Gs(xo) for some x0 E Rd. 
If n(1) = n(2) = n(3) = n(4) = n, then 
i c,(N)[$j)]rl” Gj(x) = 0, 
i=l 
for all x E Ra 
and hence neither K-S test, using these coefficients, would be consistent 
against A, if all n(j) + 00 in such a way that n(1) = n(2) = n(3) = n(4). 
If, however, N -+ co so that ~(1) = n(4) and n(2) = n(3) = log n(l), we obtain 
il dW4W2 WXO> + 00; 
hence (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied. Another way to handle A, is to change the 
coefficients to c,(N) = c,(N) = Q and cJN) = c4(N) = -4 . Then, on letting 
N + co so that n(1) = n(2) = n(3) = n(4), (3.1) and (3.2) are again satisfied. 
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Suppose that {Gi,,,} are K sequences of alternative distributions. The 
asymptotic power of the two-sided K-S test based on S, is defined as: 
For notational convenience, put G,,o) = GAo, . The asymptotic power of 
the one-sided test is defined similarly. Let 
and consider the following classes of alternative sequences: 
(a) Sp, , for A > 0: all {G,b)} such that sups ] C,(x)] = d; 
(b) YA(7), for A > 0 and T E Ra: all {Gnb)) E YA such that 
where S(T, 6) is the open ball in Rd with centre r and radius 6; 
(C) y:,fm A > 0: UraRd s(7); 
(d) Yd+(~), for A > 0 and T E Rd: all {G,& E 9@) such that C,(x) > 0 
for all x and those N involved in N + co (cf. Remark 3); 
(e) FL+, for A > 0: UT& spd+(~). 
The (Al) classes are multivariate, K-sample versions of the (univariate, 
one-sample) classes tudied by Quade [7]. 
The least upper bound for the asymptotic power of the two-sided K-S 
;;t$rssed on S, , against a class Y at level a, will be denoted by U(a, 9). 
9 
U(a, 9”) = sump lim sup P{sup ] S,(x)] > dN(a) I P = Gntij} 
= y lil sip P 1s:~ 1 c 4V &&) + C,(x) 1 > d&)l 
(3.3) 
N-HO z 5 
where the first supremum is over all (G,& E Y and Eno)(x) = [n(j)]l12 
[F,&) - Gd41 is the empirical process based on the jth sample with 
Fj = Gm6) . The greatest lower bound for the two-sided test is given by 
L(a, 9) = ir$f li~rn@f P ]sup 1 c c,(N) &o)(x) + c,(x) 1 > dda)/. 
z 5 
The bounds ??(a, P’) and L+(a, Y) for the one-sided test are defined similarly, 
(that is, without the absolute value signs). 
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THEOREM 3.1. For the one-sided K-S test based on S, , assmitsg thut 
supz I G,&) - %4I + 0 as each n(j) --f 00, far all {G,o} E 9, we have 
U+(a, 9) = P{sup B(Z’HD,) > d+(a) - A}, 
2 
where 9 is any of the (Al) classes, H is the common d. f. under (2.1) and d+(a) = 
lim,,, dN+(a). Also, 
L+(a, YA) = P(sup B(TH&) > d+(a) + A}; 
L+(a, Kc&)) = P&P (&“HD,) + f&l> 2 d+(4) z 
where f, is defined by 
where 
Lf(a, Yd*) = y+(a) 9&)); 
L+(a, K+(3) = 8s~~ (IVHk) + g,(x)) 2 d+(a)], 5 
L+(a, YA+) = jiiL+(a, Y4+(~)). 
Remark 4. In the univariate case (d = l), the K-S statistics are distribution 
free and each of the bounds in Theorem 3.1 can be evaluated explicitly. 
Since P(sup,,, B(t) > h} = exp(-2P) then, for example, L+((Y, YA) = 
exp{--2(d+(ar) + 4)s} and U+(cy, Y) = exp{--2(d+(or) - A)*}. For evaluation of 
the other univariate bounds, we refer to Quade [7]. The expressions obtained 
in Theorem 3.1 reduce to those found by Quade. For d > 1, even if H is 
the product of its marginah (and hence S, is asymptotically distribution free 
under (2.I)), the exact distribution of sup&,dB(t) has not yet been found. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The assertions for L+(or, 92;) and L+(q yb+) are 
clearly true. We have for any {G,“)} E 9, (using Theorem 2.1) 
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since lim,,,,, supz j h(TG,&,) - I\(THD,)I = 0, where h is the Lebesgue 
measure on Id. 
To obtain an upper bound, note that (3.4) is greater than or equal to 
li; ;p P{sup B(THD,) + sup C,(x) > &+(a)} 
-+ 
= Pjsuzp B(THD,) > d:(a) - d). 
z 
To show it is the least upper bound, define {G,o)) so that 
I 
ca)11’2 f&g, if 0 < H(x) f d~n(l)]-1/2 
C,(x) = 4 if d[n(l)]-1/2 < H(x) < 1 - d[n(l)]+” (3.5) 
b(l)l”“[l - Wx)l, if 1 - fl[?I(l)]“~” < H(x) < 1. 
Then, {Gnu)} E YA+(7) C Y, for any (Al) class 9, and 
hence the result for U+(a, 9). 
For the lower bounds, we have 
1$+&f P(sup &(x) > &+(a) I P = G,o} 
= liFI&f P(sup (B(THD,) + C,(x)) > &+(a)). 
0 
Now, (3.6) is less than or equal to 
(3.6) 
liy+&rf P{sup B(THD,) - Sup C,(x) > &+(a)}. 
2 5 
Hence P{sup, B(THo,,) > d+(a) + d} is a lower bound for (G,“)} E 9,. 
To show it is the greatest lower bound, define {Gnu)} so that 
1 
- [41 )Y fq4, if 0 < H(x) < d [n(l)]-1’2 
C,(x) = -A, if fl[n(l)J-112 < N(x) < 1 - d[@)]-1/2 
-C41)11’2E1 - f&$1, if 1 - d[n(l)]-‘12 Q H(x) < 1. 
Then, {Gnu)} E Yb and SU~~(B(THD~) + C,(x) -P sups B(THOJ - d, as all 
n(j) + co. Similarly, 
Wup (WfW + &)) > 44) 
x 
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are lower bounds for (3.6) when {Gnu)} E YA(r), (since lim infN+, C,(x) > jr(x)), 
and {Gnu)} E sP,+(r) (since lim infN-+co C,(x) 3 g,(x)), respectively. To show 
they are the greatest lower bounds, define (G,u)} so that 
-+41)1”” H(x), if 0 < H(x) < Ll[n(l)]-‘I2 
w4 = 
A - [n(1Y2 II x - 7 II, if x E S(7, 2Ll[n(l)]-1’2) 
-c*(1)1”2[1 - fwl, if 1 - A[n(l)]-“2 < H(x) < I (3-7) 
-4 elsewhere. 
Then, for n sufficiently large, {Gnu)} is well-defined, {Gno)} E Yd(7) and 
For L+(a, YA+(7)), define {Gnu)} so that 
if x E P’(r, A[tt(l)]+2) (3 8I 
. 
Then, {G& E L&+(T) and Iin++, supz I C&c) -g&)1 = 0, and hence the 
theorem. 1 
THEORJZM 3.2. For the two-sided K-S test based olt S,, assuming that 
supx 1 G,o)(x) - H(x)/ + 0 as each n(j) + co for aZZ (G,6)] E 9, we Rave 
U(a, Sp,) = U(a, sP,(7) = U(a, 92) 
= P{sup 1 B(THD,)j 2 d(a) - A}; (3.9) z 
U(a, X3+(4 = W, %+I 
= 1 - P{-d(a) + A < B(THD,) < d(a), fw all x E IP), (3.10) 
where H is the co- d. f. under (2.1) rmd d(a) = limN+, (IN(a). 
Also, on letting p = P{sup, B(THD=) > d(a)}, 
L(a, 9) 2 L+(B, 9) Z L+(a/Z 91, (3.11) 
where 9 is any of the (Al) classes, and 
1 - Pi-d(a) - f7(x) < B(THD,) < d(a) - f7(x),fm all x) 
< Ua, %(d) 
< L(a, %+(4> 
(3.12) 
< 1 - P{-d(a) < B(THD,) < d(a) - g7(x), for all x}, 
where f, andg, are defined in Theorem 3.1. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
To show that this latter probability is the least upper bound, define {Gnu)} 
so that 
C,(x) = A sin{[n(l)]‘~” H(x)[l - H(x)] d-1). 
Then, the sets {x E Rd: C,(x) = A, for some N} and {x E Rd: C,(x) = --d, 
for some N) are both dense in Rd. Thus, {G,,oj) E Spa(~), for every 7, and hence 
(G,Q} E 92 and Yd. We have 
and hence (3.9) is proved. 
To prove that the right side of (3.10) is an upper bound is similar to that 
of (3.9). To show it is the least upper bound, define {G,& so that CN(x) = 
d sina{[?t(l)]r/2 H(x)[l - H(x)](~&~}. Then, {G,& E YA+(7), for each T, 
hence {G,o)} E yb+ and (3.13) equals the right side of (3.10). 
Since for any (Gnu)} E Y, 
the first inequality of (3.11) holds. Now 
a = P{sUp 1 B(THD,)I > d(a)} 
8 
= P{sup B(THD,) > d(a), or inf B(2YD.J < --d(a)} 
5 CT 
< 2P(sup B(THD,) > d(a)} = 2#l, 
z 
and hence (3.11) follows. 
To prove the first inequality of (3.12), define {Gnu)} so that (3.7) holds. 
Then, {G,d E S(T), lim,,, sup0 1 C,(x) - fJx)l = 0 and the result follows. 
To prove the last inequality of (3.12), note that for any {Gnu)} E Y&+(T), 
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lim inf,,, C,(X) > g,(x) > 0. Define {G,o)} so that (3.8) holds. Then, 
lb+, sUpz I Cd4 -g&91 = 0, W%d E Z+(T) ad hence 
L(a, spd’(T)) = 1 - sup 1’ im sup P{--d,(a) - C,(x) < B(THD,) 
SJ’~+(T) N-m 
< dN(a) - cN(x), for all %} 
< 1 - sup lim sup {--dN(~) < B(THD,) 
spd+(~) N-m 
< dN(a) - cN(x), for all x}, 
which is less than or equal to the right side of (3.12). 1 
Remark 5. In the univariate case, one can obtain explicit expressions 
for the least upper bounds in Theorem 3.2 and we refer to Quade [7l. For 
the greatest lower bounds, the results in Theorem 3.2 correspond to the 
univariate, one-sample results in [7]. 
4. KOLMOG~ROV-SMIRNOV-TYPE STATISTICS FOR 2, 
We define a K-S test based on 2, as: reject the null hypothesis (2.1) at 
level 01, if 
SUP zN(x) > U4, 
XCRd 
for large values of n(j), where kN(oI) is given by 
P{SUp .?&(X) > kN(oI) 1 (2.1)) = CY. 
XERd 
From Corollary 2.2, kN(oL) + k(u), as all n(j) + co where 
P sup 5 [BN,j(THD,)]2 > k(a) = OL, 
I rsRd j=Z 1 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The K-S test based on 2, is consistent against all alternatives 
F’ = G’ for wkick G’o(x,,) # Q&J f OY some x0 E Rd, j,, and j, (1 < j,, , jr < k). 
Proof. Using the elementary inequality Qa2 - ba < (b - a)2, for any real 
numbers a and b, we have 
zN(x) 3 sup /t(n(jJ[G%) - ~N(~>I” -I- 4idC@W - ~N(xII~) 0 
6831912-2 
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where 
(4.1) 
Hence 
Z,(X) 3 s:p 4 min[n(j,,), n(j&] * [G’o(x) - Gj’(x)]” 
i 
- ~14W’~d4 - W) - (~~(4 - C,W12~ 
2 2 min[n(j,,), n(j,)] * [d”(q,) - G”(x,,)]” 
- ; [ 
-1 2 
B nM( TGiDzo) - n(j)“” C rz(i)1’2 B,c&TGiD,) * C n(Z) 
2 ( 11 1 
$-RN, 
where, by Theorem 2.2, R, + 0 almost surely, as all n(j) + CO. Under our 
alternative hypothesis, the first term of the last expression converges to +oo, 
as n(j,,), n(j,) -+ co. Since the second part of the expression has a non- 
degenerate distribution for each n(j), P{sup, Z,(X) > kN(oL) 1 F* = @} + 1 as 
alln(i)+m. i 
Let 
where G(x) = CS n(i) G,(&) - IX @>I-‘, and consider the following classes 
of alternatives: 
(a) .?&, for A > 0: all {G%(3)} such that supz 1 G,&) - H(x)l + 0 and 
sup* IIN(X) = A ; 
642) 
(b) Z, , for bounded functions qr (1 < j < k), with at least olfe q5 not 
identically Mao: all {G,(J such that [n(j)]1’2[Gn~,(x) - H(x)] = q,(x) + l ,&), 
where sup% 1 E&X)] + 0 as euch n(j) + co. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. One example for the class Sq is the case when H(X) = 
F(x; 0,), where 8 is a vector of parameters, and Gn&x) = F(x; sl,,,,). Put 
e,o, = &, and suppose that 
n(jPd5) - 41 = ~3’ + w , (4.3) 
where l n(j) + 0. If  the vectors, VF(x; 0) and V2F(x; 0), of first and second 
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partial derivatives of F, with respect to the components of 8, are bounded 
in x and 0 E v, where v is the closure of an open neighborhood of (3, , then 
where VF(x; f?,) is VF(x; 0) evaluated at 0 = 0,) and pi(x) = yj * VF(x; 6,). 
Let U(,, X) and L(cY, .X) denote the least upper bound and the greatest 
lower bound, respectively, of the K-S test based on 2, , at level 01, against 
the class X. We have 
THEOREM 4.1. 
U(a, &) = P sup i [B,(THDJ]2 > [k((Y)1’2 - 41’212 \ 
I 2 j=t I 
(4.4) 
L(CY, XA) = P SUP t [Bj(THD,)]' > [k(a)"" + A1'2]2 3 
I @ j-2 I 
where B2 , B, ,..., 3, are k - 1 independent d-dimetlsional Browniatz Bridges. 
Assuming that all n(j) -+ co such that n(i)/n(j) + dfj d 0 < dij < CO fat 
each i and j, we have 
U(a, X,) < P /sup i [Bj(THD,)]2 > [k(+‘” - (d’)“‘]‘/ ; 
5 j=2 
(4.5) 
J%, %I > P /“p ; Pj(~fW12 >, [k(4”” + (d*Y’111, 
5 j=2 
where A * = supz & [qj(x) - qj(x)]“, with q,(x) = Cd d:jl”qi(x)/(Ct dzi). 
Proof. To prove (4.4), under the sequence {G,o)} of alternatives we have 
-G(x) < 
I( 
sup C n(j)[F,&) - 
z j 
Gw(4 - (&v(x) - G,(r)12~‘2 
+ ‘““,P D&y2 2. 
I 
(4.6) 
The first supremum on the right side of (4.6) equals 
by Theorem 2.2, with RN -+o.8. 0 as all n(j) + co. Using the almost sure 
continuous sample path property of the Brownian Bridges B,G) (1 < j < k), 
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(noting that sups j h(TG,o)D,) - h(THD,)~ -+ 0 as each n(i) + co), and by 
the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.2, (4.7) becomes 
sup i [f%WfQJ12 + Rwl, z! j=2 
where Bz+? ,..., B$,k are k - 1 independent sequences of Brownian Bridges 
and RN1 -0.8. 0. Noting that sups Q+(x) = A, the first part of (4.4) follows: 
To prove (4.5) for U(a, ,X,), we have 
as all n(i) + co. To prove the results for the lower bounds, note that 2, is 
greater than or equal to the right side of (4.6) but with the + sign changed 
to a minus, and the result follows. 1 
5. INTEGRAL-TYPE STATISTICS FOR SN AND 2, 
The C-M test based on S, is defined as: reject the null hypothesis (2.1) 
at level 01, if 
s &2t-4 dF,(x) 3 e&-4, 
where e,,,(a) is given by 
The integral test based on S, is defined as: reject the null hypothesis (2.1) 
at level 01, if 
where P(I s S,(x) dF,(x)l > eN+(a) / (2.1)) = (Y. Note that supa 1 e&o!) - 
e(a)1 - 0 and supa 1 eN+(a) - e+(a)1 ---f 0 as all n(j) -+ 03, where e(a) and e+(a) 
are given by 
P 1s [B(TZYID,)]~ &f(x) > e(a)/ = a; P (1 1 B(THD,) dH(x) 1 2 e+(a)/ = a. 
In general, e(a) and e+(a) depend on H, the underlying (a.f. . However, if the 
components of the random sample Xii (1 < i < k, 1 < i < n(j)) are inde- 
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pendent, then e, e+, e, and e, + do not depend on the underlying d. f. . In this 
case, by Proposition 2.1, J B( THD,) dH(x) = S,,+ B(t) dt is normally distributed. 
By N-+ co, we mean that all n(j) + co in a specified way (cf. Remark 3). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The C-M test based on S, is consistent against all alter- 
natiwes {Fj = cj> f 01 which s [Cj c,(N)[n( j)]1/2 Q(x)]” d[Ci c:(N) Gi(x)] -+ 00 
as N--f co. The integral test is consistent against all alternatives (Fi = GJ) fw 
which 1 JCj cj(N)[n(j)]‘l” Q(X) d[ci C:(N) G”(x)]1 + 00, a~ N + CO. 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.1 and will be omitted. The 
remarks in Example 3.1 are also valid in this case. 
As to the asymptotic power of these tests against sequences (Gnu)) of alter- 
natives, we will assume that supr 1 Gno)(zc) - H(x)1 + 0 as N ---f CO, and 
consider the classes Yb of (Al), X, of (A2) and the following: 
(a) %‘A) fez A # 0: all {Gn6)} such that 
I [C,(X)]~ dH(x) = AZ; 
(A3) 
(b) U,+, for A # 0: all {G,(,)} such that 
s C,(x) dH(x) = A. 
Denoting the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of the C-M test, 
based on S, , by U, and L, respectively, and of the integral test by LJ,+ and 
Llf, respectively, we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. For the C-M test based on S, , 
Wa,g~), G(a, %) < P I! [B(THDJ2 dH(x) > [e(a)lt2 - d]al; (5.1) 
4(a, g~),Ll(a, %) 2 P jj+ [B(THD,)12 dH(x) b [4W + A12/. (5.2) 
For the integral test based on S, , 
&+(a, VPg, &+(a, %) = P 11 I W’HD,) dH(4 + A ( b e+(a)1 
Ll+(a, We), L1+(a, 9,) = P 11 s B(THD*) dH(x) -’ A 1 > e+(a)/. 
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Assuming that c,(N) -+ cj (Jinite), as N -+ 00, then the asymptotic ~OWW of 
the C-M test based on S, against Xg is given by 
& letting s Ei C.jqj(X)la dH(x) = AZ, u pp er and lower bounds for the power 
are given by (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. The asymptotic power of the integral 
test against XQ is 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Referring to Example 4.1, consider the case where H(x) is 
a univariate normal d. f. F(x; pO , us) with mean CL,, and variance us and Gno) 
is normal with mean Lcjnuj = mo) and variance 9. Then, assuming that the 
p%o) satisfy (4.3), the asymptotic power of the integral test based on S, against 
Pnd is 
PiI N I 2 e+(4>, (5.3) 
where N is a normal random variable with mean (-Cj”=, q’yi) s [f  (x; pO , u”)]” dx 
and variance l/12, (cf. Proposition 2.1), where f  is the density of F. 
However, if the variances of the normal alternatives also change and satisfy 
(4.3) then 
f  (W+F(x; c”o , uo2) dF(x; po , 0”) = 0, 
and hence the integral test is not sensitive to such changes in the variances 
of the alternatives. 
The preceding is also true in the case where F(x; 0) x E Rd, is the product of 
its marginals and 0 = (O(l), Ot2),..., e(d)) is a vector of location parameters, 
that is, F(x; 0) = F(x - 0) with density f  (3; 0). Letting H(x) = F(x; B,,), and 
Gdx) = Rx; 4d, with (4.3) being satisfied, then (a/W))F(x; 0) = 
-(a/ax,) F(x; 0) and hence the asymptotic power of the integral test against 
{G,o)} is (5.3), where N in this case is normal with mean (-cj”=, cj(& #) 
Jza [fi(xi ; &,)]2 dxJ) and variance 3-d - 2-sd, where y3. = (#),..., rid’) and fi 
is the ith marginal off, (cf. Proposition 2.1). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We have, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
j SN~(X) dFivt4 = j- PNWW + C,(x)l’ dW4 + EN , 
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where l N +p 0 as N --t KJ and where F,(x) is defined in Corollary 2.1. Using 
Schwarz’s inequality, we obtain 
where E$ -tp 0 as N + co. Hence (5.1) is valid for Ur(a, VA). For any sequence 
Gzd E %, I GM < 4 and hence s [C,(X)]~ &I(x) < A2. Consequently, 
(5.1) is valid for Ur(01, Yd)). On letting C,(x) be defined by (3.5), note that 
su; [ [C,(x)]” dfqx) = 42. 
The remaining assertions are proved similarly. n 
The C-M test based on 2, is given by: reject the null hypothesis (2.1) 
at level 01, if 
for large n(j), (1 < j < K), where FN is defined as in (2.5) and 
Again, we have supa 1 ef(ol) - e*(a)1 + 0, where 
and B, , B, ,..., B, are K - 1 independent Brownian Bridges. As in the proof 
of Proposition 4.1, the C-M test based on 2, is consistent against all alter- 
natives P = Gf for which Gio(x,,) # Gjl(x,,) for some x,, E Rd, j, and jr with 
1 \<jo,jl <A. 
Consider the following class of alternatives: 
(A4) @, for A > 0: all (G,(j)} such that supa 1 G,&x) - H(x)/ + 0, US all 
n(j) -+ co, and J Q,(X) dH(x) = A, where l&(x) is dejined by (4.2). 
The following theorem will be stated without proof since it is similar to 
some previous ones: 
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THEOREM 5.2. For the C-M test based on Z, , 
U2(a, %f;), U2(a, X,) < P i 1 [Bi(THD,)]2 dH(x) 2 [e(or)li2 - A1/2 2 
I j=z 
1 j; 
L,(a, G$,L,(ct, X,) > P i 1 [B,(TIIHI,)]~ dH(x) > [e(a)“” + A1’2]2 . 
I j=2 I 
Assuming that all n(j) + co such that n(i)/n.(j) + dii and 0 < di, < CO, 
for each i and]‘, we have 
5 j [B,(THD,)]2 dH(x) > [e*(a)li2 - 
j=2 
L2@, X,) b P 1 i J‘ [I$( TfWJ12 dH(x) b Ee*(+i2 + (A *Y212/, 
j=2 
where U, and L, are the least upper bound and greatest lower bound, respectively, 
of the asymptotic power of the C-M test based on Z, , X, and Xq are defined 
by (A2), and A* = C,“= s [qr(x) - q,(x)]“, with qj as in Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 6. Results similar to those of this paper can also be obtained 
for the sample quantile process using the results of Csiirgii and R&&z in [3]. 
It would also be desirable to have a Theorem A-type approximation under 
less restrictive conditions, (such as assuming only that F is continuous). The 
results in this paper would still hold. 
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